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June 15, 2010

Dr. Sabina Alam
Senior Scientific Editor
BMC series journals

Re: MS: 4979311912392369 – ‘The 5-HTTLPR polymorphism of the serotonin transporter gene and short term behavioral response to methylphenidate in children with ADHD’

Dear Dr. Alam,

Please find enclosed a revised version of the above mentioned manuscript. As suggested by reviewer 5, we have changed 'Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium' to 'Hardy Weinberg proportions' in the manuscript.

We have also made all the necessary formatting changes and hope that the revised version of the manuscript is acceptable for publication in BMC Psychiatry.

We appreciate the constructive feedback from reviewers which helped us to improve our manuscript and look forward to your decision at your earliest convenience.

Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

Ridha Joober, MD, PhD
Douglas Mental Health University Institute
Frank B. Common Pavilion, F-2142
Verdun, Quebec, H4H 1R3
Telephone: 1-514-761-6131 ext. 2404
Fax: 1-514-888-4064
Email: ridha.joober@douglas.mcgill.ca